We consider the three currently known pulsing ultraluminous X-ray sources (PULXs). We show that in one of them the observed spinup rate requires super-Eddington accretion rates at the magnetospheric radius, even if magnetar-strength fields are assumed. In the two other systems a normal-strength neutron star field implies superEddington accretion at the magnetosphere. Adopting super-Eddington mass transfer as the defining characteristic of ULX systems, we find the parameters required for selfconsistent simultaneous fits of the luminosities and spinup rates of the three pulsed systems. These imply near-equality between their magnetospheric radii R M and the spherization radii R sph where radiation pressure becomes important and drives mass loss from the accretion disc. We interpret this near-equality as a necessary condition for the systems to appear as pulsed, since if it is violated the pulse fraction is small. We show that as a consequence all PULXs must have spinup ratesν 10 −10 s −2 , an order of magnitude higher than in any other pulsing neutron-star binaries. The fairly tight conditions required for ULXs to show pulsing support our earlier suggestion that many unpulsed ULX systems must actually contain neutron stars rather than black holes.
INTRODUCTION
Ultraluminous X-ray sources (ULXs) have apparent luminosities L higher than the Eddington limit for a standard stellar-mass accretor (typically L 10 39 erg s −1 ), but are clearly not supermassive. One suggestion is that they contain intermediate-mass black holes (IMBH: Colbert & Mushotzky 1999) , but by now there is evidence that most -or perhaps all -ULXs are standard X-ray binaries in some unusual evolutionary phase, probably characterized by super-Eddington mass transfer rates (King et al. 2001) .
It is often assumed that the accretor in ULXs is always a black hole, although King et al. (2001) pointed that neutron-star and white-dwarf ULXs are possible. There are now three ULX systems (M82 X-2, Bachetti et al. (2014) , NGC 7793 P13, Fürst et al. (2016) ; Israel et al. (2017) , and NGC5907 ULX1, Israel et al. (2016) ) which show regular pulses with periods ∼ 1 s, characteristic of neutron-star accretors (see Table 1 for a list of observed properties). One type of explanation of these systems (cf Tong 2015; Ekşi et al. 2015; Dall'Osso et al. 2015 ) is that they are magnetars, i.e. with very high magnetic fields, so that the reduction of the electron scattering cross section below the Thomson value allows super-Eddington luminosities in certain directions. Here we first show that the observed spinup rates for ULX pulsars (hereafter denoted as PULXs) imply strongly super-Eddington accretion in one of the three known systems, even if magnetar-strength fields are assumed.
This result supports the conclusions of King & Lasota (2016, hereafter KL16) , who showed instead that M82 X-2 fits naturally into a unified picture applying to all ULXs as X-ray binaries with beamed emission caused by superEddington mass transfer rates (King et al. 2001 ). In the rest of this paper we consider whether this is true of the other two recently-discovered pulsing ULXs. Our results show that this is possible. They also suggest that the condition that ULXs should show detectable pulses is quite restrictive, in particular requiring very high spin-period derivatives, as indeed observed. This in turn reinforces the conclusion of KL16 that many non-pulsing ULXs usually assumed to contain black holes in fact have neutron-star accretors. 
SPIN AND SPINUP
The physics of accretion on to a magnetic neutron star is determined by its Alfvén radius RM , where the matter stresses in the accretion disc roughly balance the magnetic stresses specified by the dipole moment µ = 10 30 µ30 G cm 3 . This gives
Here q 1 is a factor taking into account the geometry of the accretion flow at the magnetosphere (often taken = 0.5 for geometrically thin discs) andṀ17 is the accretion rate at RM in units of 10 17 g s −1 (cf e.g. Frank et al. 2002, hereafter FKR02) ; m1 is the accretor mass in M⊙. Within RM , disc material is assumed to flow along fieldlines.
The disc angular momentum arriving at RM predicts a theoretical maximum spinup ratė 
valid for spin frequencies ν slower than the equilibrium value, i.e. spin periods longer than specified by the quantity Peq defined in (10) below. Here I45 is the neutron star moment of inertia in units of 10 45 g cm 2 (see e.g. FKR02; note that in KL16 this equation was given with a spurious extra factor R 6/7 6 (m1) −6/7 in KL16: this had only a minimal effect on the results of that paper as it adopted R6 = 1, m1 = 1.4; R6 is the neutron star radius in units of 10 6 cm). Using the observed values ofν (Table 1) in equation (2) and taking m1 = 1.4, I45 = 1 gives the minimum accretion rate at R = RM in Eddington units aṡ
whereν−10 =ν/10 −10 and we have taken the Eddington rate for an accreting neutron star asṀ Edd = 1.6×10
18 g s −1 . Table 2 shows that all three systems must have superEddington mass transfer rates if µ30 = 1, as typical for neutron stars, and that two of the three systems would still be super-Eddington even for magnetar-strength fields µ30 = 10
3 . This suggests that super-Eddington accretion is the defining characteristic of all ULXs, pulsed or unpulsed, removing the need to invoke special magnetic mechanisms to explain the former group.
ULX ACCRETION
Motivated by the conclusion of the last Section, our aim is to see how pulsed systems fit into the general picture of ULXs as binaries with super-Eddington mass supply rates and consequent collimated (or beamed) emission. We adopt the equations used by KL16 to study M82 ULX2, the first PULX discovered (Bachetti et al. 2014) . Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) studied what happens if mass is transferred to a compact accretor at a superEddington rateṀ0 =ṁ0Ṁ Edd , whereṁ0 > 1, andṀ Edd is the rate which would produce the Eddington luminosity if it reached the accretor. They reasoned that the disc would remain stable outside the spherization radius
where Rg = GM/c 2 is the gravitational radius of the accretor. R sph is close to the trapping radius (see e.g., Begelman, King, & Pringle 2006; Poutanen et al. 2007) . At this point the accretion luminosity is close to the local Eddington value, so we can expect significant outflow here, and from all disc radii R sph also. To prevent the emission at each disc radius within R sph exceeding its local Eddington limit, the outflow must arrange that the accretion rate through the disc decreases aṡ
Then the total accretion luminosity is (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973 )
The outflow from the disc is likely to be quasispherical and scatter the emission from the disc, but must have narrow evacuated funnels along the disc axis where radiation can escape freely. Using a combination of observational and theoretical arguments, King (2009) gives an approximate formula
for the total beam solid angle 4πb, valid forṁ0 √ 73 ≃ 8.5. This form reproduces the inverse luminosity-temperature correlation L soft ∼ T −4 observed for soft X-ray components in ULX spectra (cf Kajava & Poutanen 2009 ), and Mainieri et al. (2010) find that it gives a good representation of the local luminosity function of ULXs.
The apparent (isotropic) luminosity L sph = L/b for a givenṁ0 now follows from (6, 7) as m1 L40 ≃ 4500 m 2 0 (1 + lnṁ0) (8) (King 2009 ), where L40 is the apparent luminosity in units of 10 40 erg s −1 . We can use this and the observed L40 to findṁ0 for the three systems of Table 1 (data from Bachetti et al. 2014; Fürst et al. 2016; Israel et al. 2017; Motch et al. 2014; Israel et al. 2016) ). This in turn gives the the mass transfer ratesṀ0 in these binaries (Table 3) , which are of orderṀ0 ∼ 0.54 − 2 × 10 −6 M⊙ yr −1 . Self-consistency requires that (5) must hold, so that
which gives the value of µ for each system (Table 3) . This now allows us to define the equilibrium spin period Peq as the Kepler period at the magnetospheric radius (e.g. FKR02), i.e. 
It is usually assumed that the disc gas cannot overcome the centrifugal barrier to spin up the neutron star to shorter periods than this. We can find the time teq for each pulsar to reach its equilibrium spin at its current spinup rate from
Combining equations (1, 2, 4, 9) giveṡ 
whereν−10 =ν/10 −10 s −2 . Table 3 gives the derived values of RM and R sph for the three currently-known systems. Both radii are within the corotation radius Rco ≡ GM P 2 s /4π 2 1/3 for each system. From equations (10) and (12) 
PULSING ULXS
Remarkably, Table 3 show that all three PULXs have R sph ≃ RM , despite these systems having rather different parameters. For NGC 5907 ULX1, a slight increase of m1 above 1 or a decrease of q below 1 is needed to make R sph formally larger than RM , as we assumed above in takingṀ (R) ∝ R. The small difference between R sph and RM means that the flow is strongly super-Eddington on reaching RM . Most of this cannot land on the neutron star (let alone its polecaps only) and so must be ejected. Since accretion within the magnetosphere is highly dissipative (flow along fieldlines requires a hypersonic flow to bend and shock) the reasoning of Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) suggests a similar scaling for this flow also. The resulting outflow should lead to a qualitatively similar beaming effect, accounting for the ULX behaviour, although we cannot now rely on parameters derived assuming the original beaming formula (7) as most of the flow is now magnetospheric. We note that our model does not have to assume a special geometry for the pulses to be seen.The disc-based funnel is wide, when compared with the size of the neutron star. To see the ultra-luminous radiation at all, and the pulses, one has to be looking down the funnel, of course, but otherwise one expects pulses generically. One does not have to be observing the pulsed emission from the neutron star directly. The pulsar beam sweeps along the interior surface of the funnel, and it is enough to see a part of that surface as one peers down the opening (see also Basko & Sunyaev 1976 ). But we should ask why it appears that the three known pulsing ULXs all have R sph ≃ RM , since it seems physically perfectly possible to arrange instead that R sph ≫ RM . It appears very likely that this is a selection effect: if R sph ≫ RM , the pulsed fraction of the emitted luminosity would probably be very small. The emission from the accreting magnetic polecaps is pL Edd , where p is the fractional polecap area, while the unpulsed emission is ∼ L Edd [1 + lnṁ0] ≫ pL Edd . Both components would probably be beamed by the disc outflow (i.e. by the factor b, cf eqn 7), so to make the pulsed emission noticeable would require very tight beaming within the magnetosphere. This reasoning suggests that instead pulsing is only detectable provided that RM is not much smaller than R sph , i.e. a pulsing ULX system must have
and so from (5)
We see from (4, 13) that this requires 
This result explains why the the spin derivatives of the PULXs are all more than a factor 10 larger than for any other pulsing neutron star systems (cf Kluźniak & Lasota 2015) , provided µ30 0.1. We see that from (19) that mass transfer ratesṀ0 ∼ 50Ṁ Edd ∼ 5 × 10 −7 M⊙ yr −1 are needed. Given the very short spinup timescales teq it seems very unlikely that we observe these systems during their only approach to spin equilibrium. Instead they are all probably close to Peq with alternating spinup and spindown phases. Evidently we can only see these systems during spinup phases (so thatν has its maximum value) because centrifugal repulsion during spindown presumably reduces the accretion rate and so the luminosity.
CONCLUSIONS
We have seen that a ULX system containing a magnetic neutron star can apparently show pulses only under rather special conditions which make the magnetospheric radius RM of similar size to the spherization radius R sph . We note that this is highly likely to give the rather sinusoidal pulse profiles observed for these systems as well as their high observed spinup rates.
In addition to the requirement (16) a further effect makes such systems inherently rare. A simple way in which pulsing can fail is that adding even a small amount of mass to a neutron star is apparently able to weaken the surface field significantly. In this case matter accretes axisymmetrically on to the neutron star and there is no pulsing.
The combination of these effects with the requirements found in the previous Section mean that ULXs containing magnetic neutron stars are likely to spend only a relatively short fraction of their ULX phase emitting observable pulses. We conclude (as in KL16) that it is likely that a significant fraction of ULXs actually have neutron-star accretors rather than the black holes usually assumed. As we remarked in that paper, this is not surprising in view of the fact that for a given binary mass transfer rate, neutron-star systems are more super-Eddington (and so if eqn 7 holds, more beamed) than black-hole systems. 
